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Computer Analysis of AASHTO Plate Girders in
Pure Bending with Load-Factor Design

PAUL G. NORTON

ABSTRACT

A conputer progran has been developed to
perform the calculatíons to analyze AASHTO
plate-girder cross sectíons in pure bending
with load-factor design. The prograrn is
based on an extensive search of current
design specifications and will analyze a
stråight girder or curved girder with hybrid
or honogeneous steel elements. The procedure
used by thÍs co¡nputer program to analyze
plate girders is descríbed. Several inter-
pretations of the AASqTO specifications made
during the developnent of this computer
prograrn are clescribed.

À computer pro{tram has been developed to calculate
the stresses and allowable stresses to analyze steel
plate-girder cross sections in pure bending by usíng
the AÀSHTO load-factôr design nethod. The program
moduÌe, located in an IBM 4341 computer, operates ín
the interactive ¡node under the IBM conversational-
mode system environment. Currently plans are under
way to incorporate the prograrn to run on an IBM
PC/XT rnicroconpuÈer.

The program listing is based on an extensive
search for current design considerations (f.-t). ft
was necessary to refer to these reports to deternine
the assumptions nade in the AASHTO allowable-stress
forrnulas. For example, the basic allowable cornpres-
sion-flange stress for a straight girder is based on
a prisnatic flange within the unbraceil lèngth. In
contínuous bridges, the compression flange is often
nonprismatic within the unbrace¿l length. A U.S.
Steel technical report (I) addresses this probletn
and proposes a design procedure. Discrepancies
betyreen the specifications and the research reports
have been corrected. Specification modifications
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have been incorporated into the progrân where engi-
neeríng judgement require¿l thetn.

fnput for the progran includes basic geometric
properties such as diaphragm spacing, radius of
curvature, width and thickness of top and bottorn
flanges, depth and thickness of web, and ¡naterial
properties such as ultimate strength of the concrete
slab and yield strength of the web and of each
flange. The progranrs analysis is for pure bending,
so all the rnoments (nonfactored) at the cross sec-
tion are needed, including not only the normal no-
ments but also the lateral bending noments and the
fatigue rnonents. The allor+able fatigue stress anil
the distance from the extrene tension fiber in the
web to the fatigue point under consideration are
also required.

Normal .and lateral bending stresses are computed
for the dead-load-I (DLl) and total stress condi-
tions. Normal and lateral fatigue stresses are
cornputed for the live loads.

Specíal features in the progran include (a) iilen-
tífÍcation of conpact conpression flanges for curvetl
girder sections, (b) specification Ii¡nits of com-
pression flange width-to-thickness ratios, (c) dif-
ferent yield strengths of the flanges, and (d) an
option of conposite action in the negatíve mo¡nent
regions of continuous bridges.

À11 the results of the analysis for one cross
section are printed on a single 8.5 x Il-in. sheet
(Figure 1). Included are all input infornation,
normal and lateral bending stresses, and the allow-
able bending stresses. Determination of the allow-
able bending stresses requires calculatíng the basic
allowable bending stress for each flange and, when
appropriate, the hybrid reduction factor or the
three curvature-reduction factors or both.

PURPOSE ÀND SCOPE

The AASHTO specifícations have evolved frotn liter-
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ally hundreds of research rePorts publíshed by
schãlars from industry and frorn prestigious engi-
neering schools. The AASEIrO specifications are
guide specifications and are meant to sèrve as a

reference for bridge engineers (Lr2't. They are
analogous to the laws of the united States in that
bridge engineers must interPret the intent of the
wor(ls that nake up the specification just as lawyers
and juclges must interpret the laws. As stated in
NCHRP Synthesis 23 (9, P. 13): "Squanto showeil the
tilgrirns how to Plant corn. The Pilgrirns surviveil.
Had squanto written then a set of lnstructions
Ispecifications] t the outcone rnay have been quite
different. n Attenpting to correctly assess the
intent of the AASHTo sPecifications is not a life-
or-aleath struggler but the specifications can be
rnisinterpreted by the practicing bridge engineer.

Untike the codes of the American Institute of
Steel Construction and the American Concrete Insti-
tute, the AASHTo code tloes not have instructive
textbooksr engineering handbooks, anil expandeil-con-
nentary books alealing with it. Both industry and
university researchers are busy developing nerd con-
cepts and ideas. The intent of the ÀASHTO specifi-
cations is left to the interpretation of the brlilge
engineer.

The intent in this paper is to share some ideas
on vrhat are perceived to be the intent of the speci-
fications and to describe the proce¿lure used by a

specific computer Program to analyze plate girders.
The program's scope is lirnitecl to weLded plate
girders. The program assumes an AASHTO group I
loading. Plates that are grade 36 or graile 50 are
the acceptable ¡naterials. ln a¿lditionr the analysis
is independent of the action of shear.

COMPUTATION OF STRSSS

Dtl Normal Stress

The stress due to the DLl mornent ís conputed for the
compression flange by using the monent-of-inertia
method. The tension flange is not a design consid-
eration at this loacling stage' because the total
norrnal or total tip stress would control. Hov¡evert
a check of the DLI normal stress is necessary for
the top compression flange of a cornposite seclion'
The fullest use of the flange steel wil-l yield a

final stress close to the allowable stress for each
flange. Because the partly composite and the ful1y
cornposite sections have their neutral axes closer to
the top flange than the noncornposite sectionr most
of the stress in the top flange is from DLl. The

combination of a high DLI stress and low allowable
stress can control the size of the toP fl-ange. For
a c"rvea girde. tt¡J top rrange stress foi t'lie Í¡r,I -
loacling stage is even nore critical. Thereforer the
calculation of the DLl stress is important for the
proper desígn of the toP ftange of a co¡nposite sec-
tion.

Total Nornal Strèss

The stress ¿lue to the group 1 loading cornbination
1.3 tDLl + DL2 + 5/3lL + I)l is conPuted for the top
flange and the bottom flange by using the nonent-of-
inertia method. Calculation of the total normal
stress in the top and botton flanges is necessary to
properly clesign each flange in conposite or noncon-
posite straight girders or curved girders.

Total Tip Stress

The stress due to nonuniforn torsion, lateral flange
bendingr in a horizontally curve¿l girder is co¡nputed
for the group I toaiting cornbinatlon by using the
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¡no¡nent-of-inertia method. The total lateral bencling
stress at the tiPs of the flange added algebraically
to the total norrnal bending stress results in the
¡naximutn and ¡nínimu¡n values of the nonunifort¡ stress
distribution exPerlencedl by the flange. The maxlrnum

value ís defined as the total tip stress.
The top flange of a conposite sectlon nust have

its lateral bencling stress calculated by adding the
individual stresses experienced at each loading
stage. The flange is attached to the deck slab by
shear connectors. This connectlon results in the
partly conposite an¿l fully cornPosite horizontal
inertía of the slab reéisting the lateral bending
noments along Y¡ith the flange for the dlead-load-2
(DL2) and live-ioad loading stages. This conPosite
action significanÈly reduces the lateral bending
stress experíenced by this flange.

The total tip stress ie crucial for the ilesign of
horizontally curved girtlers. ft will tencl to con-
trol the size of the flange for sharp radií (large
lateral bencling ¡noments) or narroYr flange cholces
(smaI1 horizontal section ¡nodulus).

Fatique Stress Ranqe

The fatigue stress range is cornPuted for the fatigue
point under consideration. The stress range is cal-
culate¿l at a designated point on the girder. For a

curveal girder design, the lateral fatigue stress
range is added to the normal fatigue stress range to
give the total fatigue stress range.

when shear connectors are Provided in the nega-
tive-nonent region of a continuous girdler, it is the
longitudinal rèinforcing barsr not the concrete deck
in tension, that act coÍlPositely. The fatigue stress
range is coÍtputeal in the reinforcing bars by extrap-
olating Èhe straight-Iine stresses on the girder to
the center of the top layer of reinforcenent.

The fatigue stress range at the critical fatigue
point is an important design consideration' For
inposed loadings larger than IIS20' the fatigue
stress range can control the size of the flanges at
almost every point of a horízontally curved giriler
with welded diaphragrn connection plates.

COT4PUTATION OF ALLOWÀBLE STRESS

The allowabl-e stresses needed to properly analyze a

girder cross section include the following:

1. Compression-flange altowable nortnal stress at
the DLI loading stage,

2. Top-flange allowable nor¡nal stress at maxi¡nurn

load,
3. ToP-flange allowable tip stress (for a curvetl

girder ) ,
4. Botton-ftange allowable nornal

maximurn loacl,
stress at

5. Bottorn-flange allowable tip stress (for a

curved gir¿ler), and
6. Allowable fatigue stress range.

The conputation of the allowable stresses in-
cludes calculation of the basic allowable conpres-
sion-flange normal stress, calculation of the hybrid
reduction factor for a hybrid girderr and calcula-
tíon of the curvature correction factors for a

curved gfraler. These values in combination with the
¡ninimu¡n yield point of the flange (Fv) equal the
a1lowable stresses for a straight or ctlrvett girder.
The allowable fatigue stress range is specified by
the engíneer.

The process of calculâting the allowable stress
is represented in tertns of a flowchart in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2 Computation of allowable stress.

Basic AIlowable Compression-Flange NornaI Stress

the basic allot¿able conpression-flange nor¡nal stress
is co¡nputed for a straight girder fro¡n AASHTO
1.7.598 or AÀSHTO 1.7.59D (I,2) and for a curved
girder fro¡n CúR\¡ED AASHTO 2.]-28 l3r.

It is appropriate at this point to note that an
ordinary plate-girder web will not confortn to the
severe D/tro constraint specified in ÀASHTO I.7.59À1b
(Figure 3). Accordingly, the prograrn will not ana-
lyze a straight girder as a compact section orf.a
straight gÍrder in transition as defíned by AÀSHTO
1.7.s9C.

s9 xlh6

NOTE;

D/ta must be below 7O for o 36 ks¡
Flongs or below 59 for o SOksi
Flonqe lo meel lhe requiremenls for
Compocl Seclions in
aAsHTo t.759Atb.
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The formula for the maxlmu¡n strength of an un_
braced section for a straight girder is gíven in
AASHTO 1.7.59D. It is the säne formula proposed byvincent (4). Note that it is símilar to the allow-able stress design formula given ín AASHTO TableI.7.14 in that both formulas have the constant F,,/8.
However, the alloerable stress design specifÍca{ionalso lists sirnplified for¡nulas toi eactr value of
Fv'- The cornputer progran described here uses simpli_fíed for¡nulas based on the equation given in AÀSHTO
I.7.59D. The sitnplífied formuLas are as follows:

1. ff F., = 36,000 psi and the section
metrical¡ Fb'. = 361000 - 13.6 (L/:rlr.

2. ff Fo = 36,000 psi and the section
sl¡mmetrical, F5. = 361000 - 16.8(L/b12.

3. If Fv = 50,000 psi and the section
netrical, Fbs = 50,000 - 26.2(L/br2.

4. ff Fv = 501000 psi and the sectíon
symnetricali Fg. = 50,000 - 32.31L/b)2.

is syrn-

is un-

is syn-

is un-

Vq lta V2 5t6 3¡o t¡" t lle l/4 F/s lr2 ¡s1a

W6b Th¡ckness (in)

FIGURE 3 Compact section web requirement for straight
girder.

Note that all these formulas are similar to thê
practical and familíar formula, Fb = 201000 -
7 .5 lL/bl 2 , 1 isted in AASHTo rable f . 7. fa. Atso
note that the term F5"r the basic allowable com_pression-flange nor¡nal- stress, is expressed i.npounds per sguare inch. The original formula
(1.7.59D), defined as the maximu¡n strength, is ex-
pressed as the resisting rnoment (Mu). fn order to
anaLyze a conpcaite section, the magnitucles of the
stresses experienced at each loading stage by the
ext.reme fibers of each flange are required. The
stresses, not the individual resisting moments, are
of practical use. This concept is si¡nilar to the
curved-girder specification, CURVED AASHTO Z.I2B,
which describes the resístance in terms of maximum
flexural stress. The sÍmplified fornulas are dif-
ferent for a symmetrical and a nonsynnetrical
gírdert the nonsymrnetrical girder conforms to AASHTO
I.7.604, in which the term b is replaced by 0.9b.

The derívation of the original for¡nula (ÀÄSHTO
1.7.59D) assuned a prismatic conpression flange
within its unbraced i_ength. fn continuous bridgesthe compression flange at an interior support isoften nonprisnatic ¡vithin the unbracea fen!ttr. A
U.S. Steel technical report (7) addresses thís con_dítion ancl proposes a design p-rocedure that involvescalculating F6" by usÍng the flange pidth ât theIoi{-Íìonent sÍde (assunes narrower flange) of the
unbraced length. The prograrn can analyze a non_prisnatic conpression flange. The aeJign flange
width at the tow-monent 

-"19"_ ¡.s ilqut _gncl.. F5"_iscaleuÌâtsd,-'Ëübstitij-t-inE the design ifange width for
the'flange width at the section under consideration.

For a straight girder design, AASHTO 1.7.59D
allows an increase of 20 percent of the resistanceat any point along the length of the girder when the
ratio of stresses at the two ends of the unbraced
length is less than 0.7. Because the possibility ofa nonprismatic conpression flange exists, the 20percent increase should be based on the ratio offorces (not stresses) in the flange at each end ofthe unbraced length. The decision to increase the
allowable stress by 20 percent is made by the engi_neer. It is belÍeved that the 20 percent increase
vrould be best applied within the unbraced 1ength atthe ínterior supports onty.

If the unbraced length of the compression flange
is less than Èhat specífied. ín AASHTO 1.7.5981c, the
section is braced.

A flohrchart of the calculation of the basic aI_
lolrable cornpression-flange normal stress is shown in
Figure 4.
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FIGURE 4 Computation of basic allowable compression-Ilange normal stress (F6r).

Hvbrid Reduction Factor

The hybricl reduction factor is calculated for a

giriler that uses å 36-ksi web and one or two 50-ksi
flanges. For a honogeneous girder, the reduction
factor is set equal to 1.000.

At this poínt in the program, the local buckling
requirenent for the unbraced compression flange is
checked. If the requírement is not nett the flange
is defined as illegal and the reduction factor is
set equal to zero. For a composite section the top
flange is checked at the DLI loadlng stage only'
For a curvecl girder the local buckling requirenents
in CURVED AÀSHTO 2.L2FL and 2.]'2B2 are conpared with
the compression-flange ratio of stidth to thickness'

The hybrid reduction factor is calculated for a

straight girtler by using the for¡nulas in AASHTo

1.7.678. These are the original formulas proposed

by the ASCE subco¡nmittee on hybrid beams ancl girclers
(e).

For the case of the nons]¡mmetrical gir¿lert the
formula is sinilar to AASHTo 1.7.50 (service load
design rnethod), ín which the ratio of web yield
strength to tension flange yieltt strength is clesig-
nated "alpha. " The sarne variable is ilesignated
nrhon in AAsHTo 1.7.678. In the figures for this
paper 'alpha" is used for this variable to make the
specif ication terrninology consistent'

The hybrid reduction factor is calculated for a

curved girder by using the formulas in CURVED AASHTO

2.1944 and 2.l9Ab. The fornulas, derived by Culver
(6), are for a compact section and a noncompact

"ã"iion 
as defined by the conpression-flange ratio

of width to thickness.
À flowchart of the calculation of the hybrid

reduction factor is shown in Figure 5.

ciidsr \Strãiq¡t-/ Girdcr

o-,-ÊYll-drzl3-Y+dYl
6+ ÊY (3-Y I

FIGURE 5 Computation of hybrid reduction factor (R)'
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After the reduction factor has been calculated,
the progran deterrnines whether the reduction factor
applies to each flange. ff the stress in the extreme
tension fiber of the greb is larger than the mininum
yield point of the web, the hybrid reduction factor
applies to the tension flange. A sinilar check is
nade at the extrene conpressíon fiber of the web to
determine whether the hybrid reduction fâctor ap-
pLies to the conpression flange. It is believed
that the reduction factor can properly be applíed to
the tension flange and not to the compression
flange. This condition often occurs at a composite
section.

The derivation of the hybrid reduction formula
for a composite section is based on the tension
capacity of the girder E). It does not consider
whether the compression flange yields or not because
of normal bencling moments. Because the fullest use
of the top flange of a composite section will result
in a high rnagnitude of flange stress, the applica-
tion of the reduction factor to the top flange of a
cornposite section will affect the síze of the flange.

For a curved girder design, the allowabte normal
stress is usually reduced because of curvature cor-
rection factors. If a 36-ksi flange is chosen for
the top flange of a composite curved girder, for
example, the applicatíon of the curvature correctíon
factors could reduce the allo¡¡ab1e normal stress to
30 ksi. It is now necessary to decide whether the
top flange, which has the sane Fv as the web and a
stress at least 20 percent less than the Fy of the
web, should have the hybrid reduction factor- applied
to it. It ís believed that the hybrid reduction
factor should not be applie¿l for thÍs case.

After deternining whether to apply the reduction
factor to each flange, the program then checks
whether the conpression-ftange area is greater than
or equal to the tension-flange area. If the compres-
síon-flange area is less than the tension-flange
area, the reduction factor is set equal to zero.

A flovrchart showing the process of deciding
whether the reduction factor applies to each flange
and checking óf tne conpression-flange area is given
in Figure 6.

For a curved girder, the hybríd reduction factor
is adjusted, depending on the ratio of lateral bend-

L7

ing stress to nor¡nal bending stress in the tension
flange, in accordance htith CURVED ÀÀSHTO 2.I9A. ff
the ratio of lateral bending stress to nornal bend-
ing stress is high, the flange is controlled by the
tip stress. In this case the hybrid reduction factor
does not apply, and the program sets the reduction
factor equal to 1.000.

Fina11y, for a curved hybrid girder that uses the
deck-slab reinforcenent to achieve cornposÍte action
in the negative-moment region, the ratio of laterâl
bending stress to normal bending stress is checked
for the comptession flange in accordance rdith CURVED
AASHTO 2.198. This check results in either an ad-
jusÈment in c' or the recognition that the lateral
bending stress controls the design of the flange
(6), in which case the hybrid reduction factor does
not apply and the program sets the reduction factor
equal to 1.000.

À flowchart of the âdjustment of the hybrid re-
duction factor is gÍven in Figure 7.

Curvature Correctíon Factors

The curvature correction factors are conputed for a
curved girder from CURVED AASHTo 2.128. The com-
pression-flange ratío of width to thickness is com-
pared with the specification linit in CURVED AASHTO
2.I2BI. If the ratio does not exceed this 1inít,
the flange is defíned as conpact ând the curvature
correction factors are calculated by using the for-
¡nulas in CURVED AASHTO 2.I2BI. Note that the severe
r'reb constraint (D/tï) for compactness, as specífied
in ÀASHTO 1.7.5941b (Figure 3), does not äppty for a
curved girder (6). Hovrever, it should be noted that
a compact straight girder is not the same as a com-
pact curved girder.

If the compressÍon flange does not meet the com-
pact-flange requirenents, the progran checks its
ratio of width to thickness against the noncompact
requirenent as defined in CURT,ZED AASHTO 2.1282. If
the flange does not neet this requirenent, iÉ is
defined as illegal and both correction factors are
set egual to zero. For a flange that is nonconpact,
the curvature correction factors are calculated by
using the formulas in CURVED ÀÀSHTO 2.1282,

E!ffi":ry#* +rop Fre. Arlo

FIGURE 6 Application of hybrid reduction factor (R).
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FIGURE 7 A.djustment of hybrid reduction factor (R)'
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Straight-Girder AIlowable Stress

The compression-flange all-owable stress at the DLl
Ioading stage and the compression-flange allowabIe
stress at naxinum load are calculated by using com-

binations of the basic allowable compression-flange
nornal stress and the hybrid re¿luction factor' The

tension-flange allowable stress is calculate¿l by

using combinations of the mininu¡n yield poínt of the
fl-ange nateriat an¿l the hybrid reiluction factor'

tñe flowchart for calculation of the straight-
girder allowable stress is given in Figure 9'

Curved-Girder Allorvable Êq9€s

The compression-flange allowable normal stress at
thê DLI loadíng stage and the compression-flange

The correction factors are based on the length of
the unsupported conpression flange between cross
fra¡nes or diaphragms. They reduce the allowable
conpression-flange stress because the flange Ís
unslable and wiII buckle laterally' torsionally' or
Iocally un¿ler the influence of high stress' The top
flange of a composite section is attache¿l to the
cleck slab by shear connectors and partly encased in
concrete. It is believed lhat the curvature correc-
tion factors should not be applie¿l to the top flange
of a conposite section. However' CURVED AASHTO 2'16

uses the conservative apProach an¿l applies the cur-
vature correction factors to the conpression flange
regarclless of the presence of composite action' The

prágru^ uses this conservative AÀSHltO approach'- rtt" flowchart for calculation of the curvature
correction factors is given in Figure 8'

a";Eii;gG;;7

Pr = o.95+ rB [o r- f]2 + tto¡-orhbl
Pþ Fh.f F,r

l.
:e:- b

- "'-" - *;sooo(o.r- h )2
,s¿-T

r+0.6 ii

2u'2rz

Pr'Curvolurc Corrcclion Foclors

FIGURE B Computation of curvature correction factors (P5P*)'
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FIGURE 9 Computation of straight-girder allowable stresses.

allowable normal stress at maximum load are calcu-
lated by using cornbinatíons of the basic allowable
conpression-flange normal stress, the hybríd reduc-
tion factor, and the curvature correctíon factors.
The tension-flange allowable normal stress is calcu-
Iated by using combinåtions of the rninirnum yield
point of the flange naterial and the hybrid reduc-
tion factor.

Curvature correction factors are not applieit to
the tension flange because it will not buckle.
Ho¡{ever, thè AÀSHTO 2.128 specification is written
in such a way that it coutd easily be interpreted
that the rho factors are applied to the tension
flange. This interpretation can be shown in three
steps, as foLlows:

I. Fby = F55P5P*,
2. For the tension flange, Fbs = Fv, and
3. Therefore, for the tension 'flange, rby =

Fr.PuPw.

It is believed that conpact and noncompact
curved-girder flanges should have the maxinu¡n
flexural stress for the tension flange defined as
follows:

This judgment is based on the service load clesign
nethod, which defines the allowable tension-flange
norrnal stress, in CURVED AASHTO 1.108, in reLation
to F,,.

fñe flowchart for calculatíon of the curve¿l-girder allowable stress is given in Figure I0.
The maxinu¡n allonable tip stress experienced by a

tension or conpression flange for a hornogeneous or
hybrid girder is equal to the ¡ninimun yield point of
the flange materiaL.

Allowable Range of Fatigue Stress

The al-lowable range of fatigue stress is given in
AASHTO Table 1.7.241 for redundant load-path (nulti-
gírder) structures and for nonreclundant load-path
(fracture-critical.) structures. The location of the
critical fatigue point and the allowable range of
fatigue stress are Ínput to the progrân. Hoerever,
at any girder cross section with case I roadnay load
cycles, there are three choíces of fatigue moments:
lane fatigue rnoments, truck fatigue nornents, and
truck fatigue moments at a líve-load distribution of
s/7.0. At any girder cross section there may be
illlmerous locations of fatigue design points.

For a girder with case I roadway load cycles, the
deternination of which live-load distribution to use
for the truck fatigue ¡nonents is necessary. The
stress range ilue to the distributíon S/7.0 is 2]-.4
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FIGURE l0 Computation of curved-girder allowal¡le normal stresses.
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percent less than the stress range due to the ¿lis-
iribution s/5.5. The allowable range of fatigue
stress for more than 2 million cycles is equal to or
less than the allowable range for 2 nillion cycles
for all fatigue categories, as shown in AASHTO Table
1.7.241. If the allowable range of fatigue stress
for nore than 2 million cycles is more than 21'4
percent of the allowable range for 2 míIlion cycles'
lhe truct fatigue moments at a distribution of S/7'0
will control the truck fatigue-stress range' This
will occur for fatigue categories D an¿l E** for a

fracture-critical gircler and for fatigue categories
c, D, and E' for a rnultigircler system (Table 1)'

TABLE I Case I Roadway: Allowable Fatigue Stresses

$+
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Colegory C

Coleoorv Lore Allowoble
(Ks¡ )

436
g z7s
c 19

c* t9
D t6

E tzs
E' e4
F t2

Multi-Girder Skuctúes

Rotio l!9!r1L!9!9Þ19
(Ksi)

?4

t6
lo
t?
7

5

26
I

Control I inq
Truck D¡stribution

s /5.5
s/5.5
s/70 +
s/5.5
s/70 .*
s/70 +
s/7.o +
s /5.5

Frocture Crilicol Slruciures 
Controlling

Coleqorv L¡ne Allowoble Rot¡o tCgL¡!9!9Þ19 Truck Dislribul¡on

\K¡i) fisi)

A 24 I OO 24 s/5.5

I l8 L 13 16 s/55
C 13 t44 9 s/55
Cx 13 l.l8 Il s/5.5

D lo 2.OO 5 s/7.O +
E*X I 3.2o ?5 s/7o +
F 9 1.29 7 s/55

Leoend
+Indicqteslholonetfuckolodistributimofs/Tofor.,over2millim'.stress

c]lfles ænlrols over o truck dislribut¡on of S/5 5 ot "Z mittran" slress cJcles'

NexÈ the determination of whether the truck fa-
tigue nonents or the lane fatigue monents will con-
trol is necessary. This comparison ís made in the
same manner as the deter¡nination of the controllíng
truck fatigue monents. The ratio of lane fatigue
monents to truck fatigue monents rnust be larger than
itre ratío of allowablå stresses for the lane fatigue
noments to conÈrol. The ratio of allowable stresses

and appropriate controlling truck distribution are
given in Table I.

In addition to the considerations citecl' the

Iocation of the fatigue point is also important'
The fatigue-point location is inpuÈ to the program'

co¡nmon controlling fatigue clesign points for a

fracture-critical or multigir¿ler systern are shown in
Fígure II.

SI]I,TMARY ÀND COMMENTS

During the developnent of the comPuter progran'

"".r"råt 
interpretations of Èhe AAsHTo specifications

had to be ¡nade. The kêy ideas in this paper may be

summarízed as follows:

1. ordinary plate-girder webs wiIl not conform
to the severe D/tw constraint for a conpact straight
girder. Therefore, ordinary straight plate girders
will not be conPact.

2. Because orclinary straight plate girders will

Cotegory C *

iÃ.flr H
.".ollr. rtt:^' co,eeorv 14)

ñ*ss 
sEcrloN A-A

FIGURE l1 Common fatigue design points'

not bê compact' the stress and allowable stress are

of practicàI use but not the moment and resisting
noment.

3. The design of nonprisnatic compression

flanges can be base¿l on the narrower flange wiclth at
the iow-¡no¡nent side of the unbraced length'

4. The hybrid reduction factor is not applied to
a flange until its ailjacent extrene web fiLrer stress
becomes larger than the web Fy'

5. It is betíeveal that t'he curvature correction
factors should not be applied to the top flange of a

cornposite section. However, unless AAsI¡To clearly
aaopts this concept into the specification' the

factors will be applied to the flange'
6. It is believed that the tension flange should

not have the curvature correction factors applied to
it, because it witl not buckle'

This progran enables the engineer to evaluate
AASHTO Plate-gir¿ler cross sections quickly, which in
turn ¡ninimizes the âctua1 ilesign tíme' However' it
is only the first step of a much larger program that
would ¡nake the clecisions that the engineer must noh'

make.
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Finite-Element Program for Analysis of
Folded-Plate Bridge Superstructures
FAHIM A. BATLA, PATRICK R. REISNOUR, and DIYAKAR Y. PATHAK

ABSTRÀCT

The behavior of bridge superstructures such
as box girders and T-beams is símiIar to
that of a folded-plate structure. À simpli_
fied finite-element progran, FAp, specifi-
calLy developed for the elastic analysis of
constant depth and straight folded-plate
type structures is presented. BeÍng a spe_
cific-purpose progran, it can be used by a
bridge engineer without the extensive train-
ing, knowledge, and effort that may be re-guired for finite-element prograns developeil
for the analysis of a wÍde range of struc-
tural types. Most of the data for FAp anal-
ysis is generatecl by the program from mini-
mal and straightforh'ard input ínfornatibn.
FAP has been developed with particular em_
phasis on practical design and constructíon
considerations. It has already been used
for the design of several brídge superstruc-
tures. FAp can facilitate the design of
many folded-pl-ate type bridge superstruc_
tures, especially in those cases in which
the design may otherwise be a difficult and
time-consuning effort because of the complex
geonetrical, IoadÍng, support, or construc-
tion conditions. The illustrative examples
presented indicate that the results of anaL-yses usÍng FÀp are Ín good agreernent with
those based on more exact theories and ex-
perimental datå.

The finíte-elenent method of structura]. analysis has
become progressively more practical and economical
as the availability and use of digitat computers

have increased. fn the finite-elernent nethod con_
plicated geometric forms, arbitrary loading and
support conditions, and other structural parameters
can be accurately and readily represented vrithout
extensive use of simplifying assurnptions. This
method, thereforer offers several advantages over
conventional nethods of structural analysis.

In recent years several computer programs based
on the fínite-e1e¡nent method have been developed for
structural analysis and design. These programs hâve
been developed for the analysis of a wide range of
structural- types and usually involve a large number
of variables and compticated and extensive Ínput
data. this in turn reguires a substantial a¡nount of
user effort, computational time, änd conputer capac_
ity, which may not be necessary for the analysÍs of
certain types of structurès for which the nocleling
of the structural behavior can be simplified without
affecting the acceptability of results for the pur-
pose of design.

A large number of structures can be categorized
as folded plates because of their behavÍor under
loads and their cross-sectionat shapes. The spatiat
rigidity of a folded-plate structure is provided by
the out-of-ptane (plate bending) and in_plane (nen_
brane) behavior of its conponent plates, which join
at folds (l-6). The rdidth of these plates beth,een
folds in the transverse direcÈion of the structureis s¡nall in comparison with their respective 1engths
between supports of the structure. As a result, t.he
bending of these plates is predominantly a one_wåybehavíor in the transverse direction of the struc_ture.

The behavior of box girders, T-beams, and sínilartypes of bridge superstructures ís similar to that
of a folded-plate structure. A fÍnite-etetnent cÕm_puter program, FAp, for the elastÍc analysis of


